Abstract. We consider k mobile agents of limited energy that are initially located at vertices of an edge-weighted graph G and have to collectively deliver data from a source vertex s to a target vertex t. The data are to be collected by an agent reaching s, who can carry and then hand them over another agent etc., until some agent with the data reaches t. The data can be carried only over a fixed s − t path of G; each agent has an initial energy budget and each time it passes an edge, it consumes the edge's weight in energy units and stalls if its energy is not anymore sufficient to move. The main result of this paper is a 3-approximation polynomial time algorithm for the data delivery problem over a fixed s − t path in the graph, for identical initial energy budgets and at most one allowed data hand-over per agent.
Introduction
The use of commodity mobile robots is increasingly replacing human labor in various coordinated tasks. One of the fundamental problems that need to be addressed for further advancing in this process, is the delivery of data from one location to another. With the density of energy storage being still perhaps the main technological bottleneck in mobile robots development, the need for energy-efficient operations is a key factor that makes tasks such as data-delivery far from trivial. In this paper we deal with the problem of delivering data from a source s to a target t, by using a set {1, 2, . . . , k} of mobile agents (robots) that lie initially at position q 1 , . . . , q k , respectively. The data are picked up by some agent that arrives to s, and carried for some distance before being handed over to another agent etc, until some agent with the data reach t. The space where the agents move is modeled by an edge-weighted graph (whose vertices include s, t, q 1 , . . . , q k ). A mobile agent can pass from a location (represented by a vertex) a to a neighboring location b, only if it has energy greater than or equal to the amount it will consume to traverse the edge with endpoints a and b, which is the weight of that edge. Initially, each robot i has energy r i . We further assume that (i) all agents are of the same type and in particular, all the r is are equal, (ii) each agent is simple-built so that it can be over-handed data at most once and (iii) data can travel only on a pre-specified s − t "secure" path P of the graph [6] . In this setting, we seek a schedule for agents of minimum initial energy r, that deliver the data from s to t following P, where each agent used is being handed data only once. We refer to this problem as Min-Range Uniform Data Delivery over a Path (min-RIPDD); it is shown NP-hard in [6] . In this paper, we prove a 3-approximation polynomial time algorithm for min-RIDD; to our knowledge this is the first approximation algorithm for this problem.
Related work: Energy-aware task performing by mobile agents is an emerging research area, in particular with respect to algorithm-theoretical problematics; see for instance [7] where self-deployment of agents is investigated in this context. On the contrary, problems dealing with minimizing of the total distance run by unlimited (ie always sufficient) energy-powered robots are well-studied [1, 2, 3] .
Anaya et al. [3] tackle the so-called convergecast problem, which is a specific variant of aggregation of data initially partitioned into pieces detained by different agents: the latter move over an edge-weighted graph, consuming energy (within the limit of their initial identical budgets) equal to the weight of an edge each time they transverse it; each time they meet, they exchange data, the objective being to have at some point at least one agent disposing all data. This problem is polynomial for path graphs, but becomes NP-hard for trees.
The first results on data delivery for energy-aware mobile agents are shown by Chalopin et al. in [6] ; they give a first formal setting of the problem, they characterize the complexity status for several variants of it and they prove a 2-approximation algorithm for the case of identical energy budgets. In [5] the authors they show the NP-completeness for the feasibility of data delivery when the graph is a path; they also prove a pseudo-quasipolynomial algorithm for deciding it. Finally, in a recent paper [4] Batschi et al. show a polynomial algorithm for data delivery in the case where the agents have to return to their respective initial positions and the underlying graph is a tree.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give some definitions and notations necessary to introduce a formal setting for data delivery problems, which are presented in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the presentation of our results. Finally, the last Section outlines some interesting question for future work in this vein.
Let G(V, E) be a simple finite graph without loops with vertex set V and edge set E (denoted also by V(G) and E(G), respectively). We denote |V| by n and |E| by m. An edge from v to u will be denoted by vu; if G is non-directed, vu and uv will be used without distinction to denote the edge between v and u. For (x − j , z) is obtained by replacing in x the component x j by z; we also write x ≥ y whenever ∀j,
Definition 2 We say that a data delivery model
A data delivery model can be interpreted intuitively as a situation where k agents 1, . . . , k that can move over the vertex set of a graph G through its edges, are initially located at vertices q , respectively. Whenever an agent traverses an edge vu, it consumes energy equal to w(u, v); thus, any agent in order to be able to move over an edge, must have adequate energy and if it lies in a position v having no more energy enough to traverse any edge vu, then it's left "dead" on v. Agents move in a synchronous mode by steps from a set of positions (vertices) to a neighboring and attainable one (given their respective energies), and they can exchange data with eachother whenever they are on a same position v during some step. Non-weighted data delivery models, ie with w(vu) = 1 ∀vu ∈ E(G) can be used to model a relaxation of the above-described situation, namely the case where agents can also partially traverse edges (to the extend allowed by their available energy budgets) and meet along edges.
Indeed, to do so one has to transform G, w in the following manner: first, contract all edges uv for which w(uv) = 0; then, replace any edge uv with w(uv)
The data delivery problem
In this Section we further refine the formal models introduced above.
Definition 3 The data delivery (DD) problem is to decide, given a D, whether it is feasible.
In the sequel, we deal with the case where S and T are singletons (noted by s and t, respectively). Under this assumption, we study variants of the data delivery problem defined below: 
A data delivery model is feasible over a fixed s − t path P iff it is feasible and
We define then, in a similar way as previously done, the following problems: For the sake of completeness we mention the following important theorem:
1.DD and PDD are NP−complete.
2. min-RIPDD is NP−hard.
Approximation algorithms
The min-RIPDD problem with at most one hand-over per agent may also be defined in a more straight-forward manner: Let G(V, E) be a weighted connected graph, P an s − t path in G, Q = {q 1 , . . . , q k } ⊂ V. Find paths p 1 , . . . , p k in G such that:
-every p i has an endpoint in Q; -p i contain P and every p i contains at most one connected component of P; -the length of the longest p i is minimum.
For this problem, the first intuitive idea may be the following naÃŕve algorithm. Assume that k ≤ √ n. Let W be the total weight of P. Greedy 1 will fetch agent q i to s i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, leaving q k to walk through the remaining W − k edges of P to reach t. The optimal will take q i at s , which tends to
A naÃŕve algorithm for min-RIPDD
which is greater than but tends asymptotically to √ n. ⊓ ⊔
A greedy algorithm for min-RIPDD
Greedy 1 can be further generalized to the following algorithm:
. . . 
Algorithm 2 Greedy β
Input: Integer β, 1 < β ≤ W where W is P's length, and G, P, Q as above.
Output: A feasible range R. Proof. Consider the instance of the figure 2 below. We assume that W is the total weight of P, k|W and k odd, which is slightly more complicated. The optimal solution is to fetch agent q ⌈
could fetch q 1 to s 1 (since ties break arbitrarily). For all 2 ≤ i ≤ ⌈ k 2 ⌉, agent q i−1 reaches s i and at this point q i could be chosen as a best candidate. Notice now that, from s ⌈ k 2 ⌉+i to k, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊ k 2 ⌋, q i is the best candidate but with an augmenting overhead that achieves its maximum at the last part of the path; does not seem to perform significantly better than Greedy 1 .
A matching algorithm
Given that the reason for Greedy β 's not yieldig a constant ratio seems to be the short-sighted way a best candidate is chosen to be fetched at each selection point, a natural idea would be to improve this by assigning best candidates through a best matching between robots and selection points. Finally, the algorithm Matching could return the best of solutions of all Matching β , having tried all βs. Then, the following theorem holds:
